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We consider an timetable eastern with Coulomb Interaction dls-

torted at small «liatancee* Our sala applications are concerned

with the hadronlc atoxs* A detailed inveatigation of the sodel

which can be solved exactly i s presented» Thle aodel eonteina

the separable short-range potential with the TaMaguchi fora fac-

tor* We obtain closed expressions for the modified effective ran-

ge function and the Coulomb-modified scattering length.

( с ) Ииститут твормтческой и аксшдоммиммыю* фя->ака 1D81



1ж this paper we investigate the properties of an unstable

system with Coulomb interaction distorted at small distances. To

' set the scene for the discussion we shall make cuse of the model

which admits an explicit solution. The insights gained here may

' be of use for the analysis of the level shifts in the hadronie

: atoms.

The properties of the system where the interaction can be

divided int* a short-range part and a Coulomb ta i l have been ex-

posed in a great number #f articles» However to our knowledge

there has been no systematic discussion of the nnatabie system

with the interaction of the type specified above. The important

point i s that under certain conditions the properties of the sys-

tem are to a great extend determined by i t s instability. In par-

ticular the connection between the short-range parameters and

the observable* (e.g. the spectrum and the Coulomb-modified scat-

tering length) i s ehasged i f we take account sf the fact that

the system i s enstable.

In this paper we consider a simple model of an unstable sys-

tem with Coulomb plus short-range interaction. Oar model «an be

solved exactly. Possible applications to hadronic systems wil l

be discussed elsewhere*

'. the model we propose i s the following one. Two "heavy" par-

t ic les interact via the Coulomb plus short-range potentials.

There i s also a communication potential through which the tran-

sition of the "heavy** particles into "light" ones occurs. Par-
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v t i d e s i s the decay channel are supposed to be free.

| Is the problen of potential scattering at low energy use is

made of the so-called effective-range function £\. (k2) defined

• с * :
"•A

where f(kj i s the Jost function. If the potential goes suf-

ficie itly fast to zero as Z —• <zx> , J\(.k ) i s a real-msro-

«orphic function of A in a region which contains the origin,

к m 0 .

The properties of the effective-range function for potentials

with Coulomb tai l have been extensively studied by many authors

- see e.g., Eefs. fi-6 7 • The main result is that the following

function is real-meromorphic at К « О (we consider Coulomb at-

traction and lsO)t

Беге ¥"= - J//c£ls is Soaanerfeld1 s parameter, CQ is the

Couloiab penetrability

( 2 )

2>cg i s the Couloiib-modified phase shift. The function H (j(j

has the form



f H(r)- *({)+

For the diecaesion of the properties of the function H. ( УJ see

| Refe. [3-5] .

The analytical continuation of the relation (1) into the ne-

gative energy region yields the following equation f7»3#2 j i

«here

In the scattering length approximation one has

vhere Д с - i s the Coulomb-modified, scattering length. Thus

lq . ( t ; relates the positions of the shifted Coulomb levels«to

the Coulomb-modified scattering length ClCp •

: The relation between the purely short-range scattering length

I GLg and the Coulomb-modified scattering length ClCg i s given

| by the equation of Sekvlng»?

в— + гс,
a
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Неге £. stands for the following quantity .

f
In the literature one finds я number of relations similar to (7)

- see Befs. [5,8} .

Equation (4) holds also for the complex values of ^ ,

Hence the simplest way to take into account the instability (ab-

sorption) i s to consider the complexvalued scattering length

0Lc$ ia Eq. (4) - see fiefs. [ 9*10} • Another way to treat the

instability suggested in the literature £i1 ti27 i s to solve the

Schrodinger equation with the Coulomb plus the complex short-ran

ge potential. There are, however, some interesting physical s i -

tuations when the multichannel approach presented in this paper

leads to the results which are at variance with the conclusions

of the phenomenological models listed above.

In what follows we derive the effective-range matrix К (к2")

for the two-channel system with Coulomb interaction. We write

down the eigenvalue equation and establish the realtion between

the Coulomb-modified and the "pore nuclear" scattering lengths.

2. The description of the nodej.

The nonrelativistic multichannel models have been extensively

studied during the last years. Ve shall follow the approach of

Bef. f13 l • She interaction in the heavy particles channel i s the

sum of the short-range separable Yamaguchi potential Vg and

the Coulomb potentialV£

We ose unit* h « с « 1. The characteristic length parameter in
our problem i s the Bohr radius aa ? (/K*)~K 'or the pp system

as • 57.* л



The off-diagonal interaction which is responsible for the leakage

of the heavy particles into the decay channel is also assuaed to

have the separable fora

In what follows, we will use the dimensionlass parameters

it '
/<•= i/a-tl , у =

where ^i and W- & are the masses of each of the particles

in channels 1 and 2* Mention should be made at this point that

in a single-channel system with a separable potential (8) a bound

state emerges at b ^ « 1. In the following we shall make use

of the matrix element ^&\(XC(E)\%\ , where Gr C&) i s the

Coulomb Green's function of the heavy particles channels



The ша-trix element ^fi\(rc (£)/%} b»8 *••» calculated 1л Hef,

f 14J . Я» result for the dieensionleee aatriz

readst

, A B )

Here

la the Appendix'we present a simple deriTation of Ig« (11) baaed

on an elegant representation of Coaloab Green's function sugges-

ted bj M.B,Toloehin [15] .

for k'~* 0 » i.*« for jiTj —* 0 0 ••



where Г (0,7) Is the incomplete gamma function»
I
1 . Particles in the decay channel are free* Therefore the corres-
'V

ponding matrix element of the Green's function i s given by

The laat point to Ъе discussed in this section i s the disconti-

nuity of the Coulomb Green's function across the unitary cut* By

means of the spectral representation of the Coulomb Green's func-

tion we find

where

e = <**fr(i+ if) .

for the diaensionless Green's function this reads
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With this expression we conclude the description of the model.

Our next step i s to deri-ve the T-uatrix for our system.

3 . The scattering amplitude in the distorted Coulomb

f ie ld with the absroption taken into account

I t i s known £16j that the many-channel S-matrix i s determined

by a single function, the Predholm determinant. This can be writ-

ten in the font

Here Cr£ and Cr, ere the free particle Green's functions,

while Gs and t7^ are the Green's functions in the pre-

sence of the diagonal interaction in each of the channels. In the

model under consideration V£- « 0 , and the interactions V%

and \Cjf KCt separable. ?or separable interactions the f o l -

lowing operational identity holds

det(l+i<L}<cilB) ~

By using th i s equation we find
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 :
 where

Й

x*»

The matrix element (fi/fi/%^
 i s

 S
1
"»*» *y Eq. (11).

In order to express the T-aatrix eleaents in terms of the

Predhol» deterainant we may use the procedure of the analytical

continuation suggested in Hef. [17] , As a function of energy the

determinant S has two branch points at the thresholds E^ and

*
2
 • ***

 u e
 Perform the corresponding cuts a shown in Fig. 1»

The function 70+ =Ъ(£ + 1£) is defined as the function D(S)

just above the positive real axis on the upper rim of both cuts»

Since there are two branch points 1^ and E 2, it is possible to

define several "complex conjugate" functions D. These functions

are obtained by analytic continuation by the paths labelled A,

В and G shown in fig. 1. Let us call D_ the continuation by

following the path A, D^_ - by the path B, and by D
2
_ - by the

G. Then
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тг1 =
Рог the later purposes from now on we shall concentrate on the

matrix element T^» As already mentioned, the function D2 i s

obtained from D+ by neans of the analytical continuation along

the path C. Roughly speaking, this path takes the complex conju-

gate of al l quantities having branch point at the threshold E,.,

e.g. the matrix element < ^ / # £ / 9 / £ ) K°es i»*o ^J>j^.j^}.
On the other hand the quantities referring to the second channel

(e.g. the (1-ij> ) ) remain unchanged.

Sext we meat to check that for a one-cnahhel case with no

Coulomb interaction equation (18) yields the correct -value of

the scattering length. For vanishing off-diagonal coupling

Ap—* 0 and vanishing Coulomb strength Q&-* c o • E<ls»

and (15) give

Then we have

•» The effective~ranfe matrix and the Coulomb—W"̂ ified scattering

length

low since we know the scatter;Ing matrix we are in a position

to find the effective-range matrix K c < ( k j * BeceJ.l taet in
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r
a one-channel case the function K-c$ (k )

 l s
 5*"*

ел
 by the

equation (1)*

There are different approaches to the problem of constructing

the matrix K
c
g (k ) . We will turn to the method of Eef. f3j .

As a first step we mention that the one-channel relation (1) may

be recast into the fora

< 2 2 >

from this expression and Eq. (18) for 7Zg (taking the limit

AQ —+ 0 ) one get the effective-range function Kc^ (k /tsr a

one-channel problea with separable potential, fe hate

Next we take the limit К -*•- О and make use of the equations

(12)-(14). This yields the following result for the Coulomb-modi-

fied scattering length

Bhis i s in line witii the result of Hefs. £i4,6 J .

The generalisation of the relation (22) for the two-channel
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eyete* reads

where f i s t 2x2 Coulomb-modified f-matrix, Q i s the matrix which

has the form QiJ-ti%c/ • ̂ е »^»^ •
/ i e a diagonal matrix with «atrix elements

where the quantity £°0 i s defined according to (2) . She fac-

tor* Q, Ж and <f in Sq. (24) are in fact of klnematical and

normalisation origin and may Ъе read oat of Xq. (24) bj proper

normalisation of the transition amplitude, therefore we find i t

convenient to introduce a mew transition amplitude * according to

In particular

Then in place of (24) we find

(27)

She matrix K-c$ (* ) baa an important property of being

analytic on tiie domain of the atomic spectrum. In tbe vicinity

•f the peint к ш 0 the matrix Л ^ ^ | Я ^ « И « и tt» «ffecti-
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••-range expansion. The approximation J ^ g {*/—./^/^which i s

in fact the scattering length approximation, would suffice in most

problems in atomic spectroscopy.

In the one-channel case, once the function Kc&(k*)i.n known,

the eigenvalue equation (#) can be solved yielding the shifts of

the atomic levels, fhe relations (24)-(27) enable to obtain simi-

lar eigenvalue equation for a two-channel system. The locations

of the bound states are given by the poles of the T-matrix. By

virtue of (24) and (27) the locations of these poles are given by

zeroes of the determinant of the

the following eigenvalue equation

zeroes of the determinant of the matrix »~
1
. Thus we arrive at

= О . (28)

It this point it is worth introducing the following notation

(29)

She function i^cs(" / *Ш be somewhat loosely called the two»

«channel effective—range function* 1 vital distinction from

one-channel problem i s that the function ifCc $ (kZ) cannot be

expand in power series of k^ mee? the origin. The

i s that the equation (29) contains the decay channel

k^ in the denominator. The momentum kz i s related tc the

momentum к in the heavy particles channel by the relation

M* =/р7*Ъ **" jz£ kfj > 8~££fHi - ^Z/m The next step im

the discassiam i s to express ^C g im terms of tint fHrnvtrlx.
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This would be the generalization of Eq. (22) for the two-channel

i •

case. With the help of the definition (29) and making use of the

equation (.27) one finds

Recalling (26) we get the desired relation

(30)

Now using (18) we see. that the effective-range function

can be constructed from a knowledge of the Fredaoi» determinant

D(E) only. IFaaely w» hate

Before, proceeding further to discuss the properties of the

effective-range function ^*>c$C^ ) t i* i s probably appropria-

te to introduce this function into the eigenvalue equation (28).

At the same titoe we make an analytic continuation of this equa-

tion onto the region of the bound states spectrum. We get

At first sight i t might seem that equations (32) and (4) are s i

milar. .But in actual fact this i s not the case. The formal dis-
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tinction i s that the term (ncp ~c*&/ in Eq. (32) does not

admit a power series expansion. Under certain conditions: M8~j

this leads to the instabi l i ty of the spec-cram and precludes malting

any definite conclusions from the level shift experiments.

How we return to the expression (3D for *%c$> ( * / aja^

the l imit k-+ О «We use the relations!

* О (к*),

This yields

* *~ . (33)

Let us recast the expression (16) for D into the form

where

Then (33) becomes

Here



The quantity "" с$ i e * h e i n < v e r a e Couloeb-modifled ecattering

length in the heaiy particles channel without absorption (see

(23) ) . The functions Д* and (тФ , A" and Cr "* are

taken on the upper and the lower rise of the he ату particles uni-

tary cut* All quantities entering into (35) «a.7 be expressed 1»

teras of the uni-versal functions U-ju 9 and VJH V defined

in (13) and С14). After a few manipulations one arrives at the re-

sult

or JK

** * > * } ( 3 6 )

For comparison we also present the result for the "pure nuclear1*

effective-range function

Equations (.31), (35)» (3&) constitute the desired solution to

the problem of constructing the effective-range function of ад

unstable system with distorted Coulomb interaction.
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5. Concluding Remarks

The approach presented in this paper provides a basis for the

description of the level shifts in hadronic atoms. This problem

will be discussed in detail in a separate publication* Here a few

remarks are in order. I t wa& conjectured that the "pure nuclear"

scattering length may be with high accuracy extracted from the le-

vel shift experiments. To tbis end one should first determine the

Coulomb-modified scattering length. This can be done either with

the help of the exact equation (4), or, using the well known equa-

tion

-
4$ —

which is appropriate for small shift. Then the "pure nuclear"

scattering length (the real part} is obtained from CZrc with

the help of relation (7) or using one of i t s refined versions

[8,10j . For the separable potential and without absorption we

see fromEqs. (21) and (23.) that the following rigorous relation

holds

- Re

From the comparison of Eqs. (?6) and (37) we conclude that with

the absorption included the relation (38) is violated. In parti-

cular the Coulomb corrections depend on the annihilation range

The last point to be discussed is the following one. Suppo-
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sing the real part of CL < was extracted, i ta theoretical in-

terpretation would s t i l l be subject to considerable debate* from

Bq. (37) we see that ReCfCg (O) can be separated into the

part associated with direct intsr&etion between heavy particles

[Kc J end a. contribution from annihilation (the term propor-

tional to Л ) . Even for fixed values of Jk, and V

this separation i s not unique*

To recapitulate, the problem of determining the "pure nuclear1*

scattering length from the level shift experiments in presence of

absorption does not have a unique solution*

The result we have presented may be generalized in several

directions. First, al l equations can be easily rewritten for

1 > 0, which i s , however, not very interesting for applications.

Secondly, the interaction in the decay channel may be introduced*

Finally, the case of closed second channel can be examined i f we

mate the analytic continuation with respect to the Н% variable*

A p p e n d i x

Recently a very simple and elegant representation for the

Coulomb (*reen*s function has been suggested by If.B.Toloshin [15J.

In this appendix we demonstrate that this representation i s in

fact the eigenfunction expansion associated with the kernel of

the Lippman-Schwinger equation or the so-called Sturmian expan-

sion f 19-22 3 • Vext making use of the Sturmian expansion we ob-

tain the relation (11) for <(p\<}c(£)l%) *

The Coulomb Sturm functions \J[n £y are defined as the

eigenf unctions of the operator *V£ Qo for some fixed negati-

ve energy
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where

Squation (A1) can be written as

I t i s known f22j that the Stureian functions constitute a couple*

te orthononaal system

f
ПжС+l

The following relation between the Sturmian functions j J(a£}

and Coulo»b bound states we've functions /3f/t t-У holds

Belatioos (A?) and (14) invite title suggestion that the Couloab

Green* s function has the form

oo
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In order to verify Eq. (A6) we should prove that

LJ & I —' X 1 — X \л(/

where £ c (- XZ) i s given by Bq. (A6) and Lc i s the following

operator

(18)

To establish this result we apply the operator (A3) to the func-

tion (A6) and use the completeness relation (A4). Thus we have

©o

f r - i V ) T

oo

This completes the proof* He i t we can write the representation

(A6) in terms of the conventional bound-state Coulomb wave func-

tions. Using the identity (A3) we obtain

where / 3 2 / t C / i s the conventional bound-state wave function.

Now we replace j Э£ц в У by their explicit expressions in

coordinate space* We also change the summation index and intro-
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< dace the particle mass which was previously omitted. Thus we

arrive at the toloshin's representation

i л / " " -J_» *—'

How making use of (110) one can easily calculate the matrix

element /fil(k * (£/ • 5 b e secret here i s that the variables г

and r* decouple* We have

(111)

«here

T
T<W

Putting (112) into (111) we arrive at the hypergeoaetric series

which can be summed to yield

A A —. /л -^N/я . *-\~JL/l» -л^/t* . ^»\""i

bit of manipulations lead to relation (11) «s claimed.
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Fig* 1* Different paths in the complex energy
plane to make the analytic continuation
of the Tredholm determinant.
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